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Bianca Chambers, 32, had tracked the young thief, who stole her 2016 Mercedes 300C from a Marshall’s on the west side of Detroit on Monday, for three days. After involving the police and tracking the ...
It’s So Cold In The D: Bianca Chambers Tracked A Car Thief And Dragged Him To Justice In Detroit
Bianca Chambers, owner of a Detroit boutique, recorded video of the confrontation on Facebook Live on Wednesday, two days after she claimed her car was stolen by a 19-year-old man.
Detroit woman drags alleged Mercedes thief out of barbershop by hair and makes citizen's arrest
A frustrated Detroit woman tracked down her own stolen car and then literally dragged the suspected car thief out by his dreadlocks.
Detroit woman recovers her stolen car, drags thief by his dreadlocks (video)
The dumbest criminal of all” is how a Detroit businesswoman describes criminal, er, teenager who absconded with her Mercedes Benz. The woman spent 3 days tracking down the scofflaw and then physically ...
Detroit Woman (Bianca Chambers) Tracks Down Car Thief – Slashed Tires So He Couldn’t Get Away! | VIDEO
When Bianca Chambers' white Mercedes-Benz was stolen, she sought help on social media to track down the thief and finally found him at a salon ...
Who is Bianca Chambers? Detroit woman drags car thief, 19, out of barbershop by his hair
A Michigan woman who had her car stolen this week tracked down the person who took it Police say Chambers called them four times as she tracked her car’s whereabouts using leads she received via ...
VIDEO: Business Owner Tracks Down Alleged Thief Who Stole her Benz; Facebook Live Shows Suspect Being Dragged by His Hair [Reports]
A Detroit woman took matters into her own hands after her Mercedes-Benz was stolen and spent two days tracking the vehicle before she confronted the thief Wednesday, pulling him from a barbershop by ...
Detroit woman tracks stolen car, drags thief from barbershop by dreads
The woman wrestled the thief to the ground, dragged the man out of the salon by his dreadlocks and performed a citizen's arrest.
Thief dragged from barbershop by dreadlocks after bad*ss Detroit woman tracks her stolen Mercedes
A Detroit woman refused to wait for the police to track down the suspected thief who stole her Mercedes Benz, so she took matters ... “I slashed all the tires and I thought that he was gonna take off ...
Detroit woman drags man by his locs after tracking down stolen Mercedes Benz
A Detroit woman says she tracked her stolen car throughout the city this week until she ultimately found it in the parking lot of a barbershop. Then she stepped in to get her car back.
Detroit woman tracks down stolen Mercedes, suspect dragged from barbershop by dreds
On Wednesday July 14, she found her Mercedes Benz ... ensure that the alleged thief couldn't drive away again. "I slashed all the tires and I thought that he was gonna take off and I didn't ...
Man Dragged Out of Barbershop by His Hair After Being Accused of Stealing Car
Scots drivers are getting some top tips to stop car thefts as motor crime hotspots across the nation are revealed.
Ways to clamp down on the car crooks
In the late 1990s, a father-son team from Slovakia to create the ultimate vehicle anti-theft device. They succeeded and are bringing it to the UK.
The Family Company Conquering the British Car Security Market
There’s been a dramatic rise in coordinated theft of luxury cars like Mercedes, Range Rovers ... but that’s the story law enforcement is telling and we’ll just take their word for it. As detailed out ...
Dodge Hellcats Are Still Hot With Thieves
Meinzinger decided to try and take some action. Mercedes Stephenson ... it and they’re free to do what they want. The underwear thief is still out there somewhere, probably serving in uniform ...
The West Block — Episode 36, Season 10
A thief who drank vodka at the wheel after being ... He then heard a male voice say 'there's someone awake' and 'there's nothing to take'. "Police advised him to to go downstairs and make sure ...
Walker thief who drove car with no tyre and drank vodka at the wheel avoids jail
But right now, on the night of February 6, he’s not thinking clearly, and you’ll have to excuse him as he sprints pell-mell down a promenade of swank homes after the thief who just stole his ...
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